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Abstract
We propose a geometric approach to dynamical equations of physics, based on
the idea of the Tulczyjew triple. We show the evolution of these concepts, starting
with the roots lying in the variational calculus for statics, through Lagrangian
and Hamiltonian mechanics, and concluding with Tulczyjew triples for classical
field theories, illustrated with a numer of important examples.
1 Introduction
Variational calculus is a natural language for describing statics of mechanical systems. All mathemat-
ical objects that are used in statics have direct physical interpretations. Similar mathematical tools
are widely used also in other theories, like dynamics of particles or field theories, however the links
between mathematical language and physical system are in these cases more sophisticated.
In classical mechanics, variational calculus was used first for deriving equations of motion of me-
chanical systems in the configuration space, i.e. the Euler-Lagrange equations. In most frameworks
(e.g. the Klein’s approach), deriving the Euler-Lagrange equations is the main objective. On the other
hand, in numerous works by W. M. Tulczyjew (for example in the book [33] and papers [34, 35, 36, 37])
one may find another philosophy of using variational calculus in mechanics and field theories in which
the phase dynamics plays a fundamental role. This philosophy, leading to the geometrical structure
known as the Tulczyjew triple, is being more and more recognized by many theoretical physicists and
mathematicians.
The Tulczyjew triple has proved to be very useful in describing mechanical systems, including those
with singular Lagrangians or subject to constraints [39]. Starting from basic concepts of variational
calculus, we will construct the Tulczyjew triple for first-order Field Theory. The important feature
of our approach is that we do not postulate ad hoc the ingredients of the theory, but obtain them as
unavoidable consequences of the variational calculus. This picture of Field Theory is covariant and
complete, containing not only the Lagrangian formalism and Euler-Lagrange equations but also the
phase space, the phase dynamics and the Hamiltonian formalism. Since the configuration space turns
out to be an affine bundle, we have to use affine geometry, in particular the notion of affine duality and
affine phase space. In our formulation, the two maps α and β which constitute the Tulczyjew triple are
morphisms of double structures of affine-vector bundles. We discuss also the Legendre transformation,
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i.e. the transition between the Lagrangian and the Hamiltonian formulation of the first-order field
theory.
In this survey, based on [13], we will present the Tulczyjew triple for first-order field theories in
a very general setting, i.e. in the case where fields are sections of some differential fibration, with no
additional structure assumed. Our paper is organized as follows.
Since we have to use some affine geometry, we start, in section 2, with a short sketch of some affine
constructions and theorem 2.1 describing a canonical isomorphism of certain phase spaces. Then,
we present variational calculus in statics (section 3.1) and its application to mechanics (sections 3.2
and 3.3). In section 4.2, we describe the classical Tulczyjew triple for mechanics, and in section 4.3
for mechanics on algebroids. In the next step, we pass to field theory. Like in mechanics, we have
to start from some field theoretical construction for a bounded domain to find correct mathematical
representations for certain physical quantities (section 5.1). Lagrangian and Hamiltonian sides of the
field-theoretical triple are constructed in sections 5.3 and 5.4 respectively. The remaining sections are
devoted to examples. There is also an appendix containing the proof of theorem 2.1.
Note finally that classical field theory is usually associated with the concept of a multisymplectic
structure. The multisymplectic approach appeared first in the papers of the ‘Polish school’ [8, 24, 25,
38]. Then, it was developed by Gotay, Isennberg, Marsden, and others in [11, 12]. The original idea of
the multisymplectic structure has been thoroughly investigated and developed by many contemporary
authors, see e.g. [1, 3, 5, 6, 7]. The Tulczyjew triple in the context of multisymplectic field theories
appeared recently in [29] and [2]. A similar picture, however with differences on the Hamiltonian side,
one can find in [9] (see also [10, 27]).
2 Affine phase spaces
Affine geometry turned out to be an important tool in mechanics and field theory. Let us begin
with a short review of affine structures that will be needed later on. Details and further fundamental
observations can be found e.g. in [17].
Let A be an affine space modeled on a vector space v(A). This means that the commutative group
v(A) acts freely and transitively on A by addition
A× v(A) 3 (a, v) 7→ a+ v .
In other words, the naturally defined differences a1−a2 of points of A belong to v(A). On affine spaces
there are defined affine combinations of points, ta1 + (1− t)a2, for all a1, a2 ∈ A and t ∈ R. Note that
convex combinations are those affine combinations ta1 + (1− t)a2 for which 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
All this can be extended to affine bundles τ : A→ N modelled on a vector bundle v(τ) : v(A)→ N .
Any vector bundle is an affine bundle and fixing a section a0 of A induces an isomorphism of affine
bundles A and v(A),
v(A) 3 v 7→ a0 + v ∈ A .
Using coordinates (xi) in the open set O ⊂ N , a local section a0 : O → A, and local base of sections
ea : O → v(A), we can construct an adapted coordinate system (xi, ya) in τ−1(O). An element a ∈ A
can be written as a = a0(τ(a)) + y
aea(τ(a)).
Definition 2.1. An AV-bundle is an affine bundle ζ : Z →M modeled on a trivial one-dimensional
vector bundle M× Y , where Y is a one-dimensional vector space. In applications Y will be either R
or the one dimensional vector space of top forms on a manifold.
For the affine space Aq = τ
−1(q), we consider its affine dual, i.e. the space A†q(Y ) of all affine
maps from Aq to the one-dimensional vector space Y .
Definition 2.2. The bundle τ † : A†(Y ) −→ N , where A†(Y ) = Aff(A, Y ) is the set of all affine maps
on fibres of τ , is called the affine dual bundle with values in Y . Instead of A†(R) we will write simply
A†.
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Every affine map φ : A1 → A2 has a well-defined linear part, v(φ) : v(A1)→ v(A2), therefore there
is a projection
θ : A†(Y ) −→ v(A)∗ ⊗N (N × Y ) = Hom(v(A), Y ). (1)
The above bundle is a canonical example of an AV-bundle which is modeled on
(v(A)∗ ⊗N (N × Y ))×N Y . (2)
In the following we shall write v(A)∗⊗N Y instead of v(A)∗⊗N (N ×Y ) to simplify the notation. The
fibre of v(A)∗ ⊗N Y over a point x ∈ N is v(Ax)∗ ⊗ Y .
Using the dual base sections εa : O → v(A)∗ and a base element u of Y , we construct an adapted
coordinate system (xi, pa, r) on (τ
†)−1(O). An affine map ϕ on Aq can be written as ϕ(a) = (paεa(a−
a0(q)) + r)u. The map θ in coordinates reads (x
i, pa, r) 7→ (xi, pa).
In many constructions functions on a manifold can be replaced by sections of an AV-bundle over
that manifold. We can obtain also an affine analog of the differential of a function and an affine version
of the cotangent bundle as follows. Given an AV-bundle ζ : Z→M and F1, F2 ∈ Sec(Z), F1−F2 may
be seen as a map
F1 − F2 :M→ Y ,
so the differential
d(F1 − F2)(m) ∈ Y
is well defined.
Definition 2.3. The phase bundle PZ of an AV-bundle Z is the affine bundle of cosets dF (m) =
[(m,F )] (‘affine differentials’) of the equivalence relation
(m1, F1) ∼ (m2, F2) ⇔ m1 = m2 , d(F1 − F2)(m1) = 0 .
Fixing a section F0 :M→ Z and a basic vector u∗ ∈ Y ∗, we get a diffeomorphism
ψ : PZ→ T∗M , dF (m) 7→ d(u∗(F − F0))(m) .
As the canonical symplectic form on T∗M is linear and invariant with respect to translations by closed
1-forms, its pull-back does not depend on the choice of F0 nor u
∗, and turns PZ into a canonically
symplectic manifold.
Now, let us consider a finite-dimensional vector bundle V over a manifold N and choose a vector
subbundle W over N . The bundle τ : V → V/W , where τ is the canonical projection from V onto the
quotient bundle V/W , is an affine bundle modeled on the trivial bundle
v(τ) = pr1 : V/W ×N W → V/W .
We can consider therefore its affine dual V †W → V/W . We observe that the bundle
V †W → V/W ×N W ∗
is an AV-bundle. We know that the corresponding phase bundle is PV †W is canonically a symplectic
manifold which, somehow unexpectedly, can be identified as follows.
Theorem 2.1. There is a canonical symplectomorphism PV †W ' T∗V . In particular, if W ⊂ V are
just vector spaces, i.e. vector bundles over single points, we have PV †W ' V × V ∗.
The proof of the theorem can be found in the Appendix.
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Fig. 1: Static system...
b
Q
Fig. 2: and its mathematical model
3 Variational calculus
3.1 Statics
Variational calculus used in mechanics and field theory is based on ideas from statics. We assume
that the set of configurations of the static system we describe is a differential manifold Q. We are
usually interested in equilibrium configurations of an isolated system, as well as a system with an
interaction with other static systems. The system alone or in interaction is examined by preforming
processes and calculating the cost of each process. We assume that all the processes are quasi-static,
i.e. they are slow enough to produce negligible dynamical effects. Every process can be represented
by a one-dimensional smooth oriented submanifold with boundary (Fig.3). It may happen that, for
b
Γ
Fig. 3: Quasistatic processes
some reasons, not all the processes are admissible, i.e. the system is constrained. All the information
about the system is therefore encoded in the three objects: the configuration manifold Q, the set of
all admissible processes, and the cost function that assigns a real number to every process. The cost
function should fulfill some additional conditions, e.g. it should be additive in the sense that if we
break a process into two subprocesses, then the cost of the whole process should be equal to the sum
of the costs of the two subprocesses. Usually we assume that the cost function is local, i.e. for each
process it is an integral of a certain positively homogeneous function W on TQ or, in case of constrained
system, on some subset ∆ ⊂ TQ. Vectors tangent to admissible processes are called admissible virtual
displacements (Fig.4).
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Fig. 4: Virtual displacements
Definition 3.1. Point q ∈ Q is an equilibrium point of the system if for all processes starting in q the
cost function is non-negative, at least initially.
The first-order necessary condition for the equilibrium says that a point q is an equilibrium point
of the system if
W (δq) ≥ 0
for all vectors δq ∈ ∆.
Interactions between systems are described by composite systems. We can compose systems that
have the same configuration space Q. The composite system (Fig.5) is described by the intersection
of the sets of admissible processes and the sum of the cost functions W = W1 + W2. From now on,
the subscript 1 will denote ‘our system’ and the subscript 2 an external system we use for collecting
information about our system. The interaction with an external system is usually described in terms
of forces ϕ ∈ T∗Q. The forces can be understood as distinguished systems, called regular, for which all
b
1
2
Fig. 5: Composite system
the processes are admissible and the function W2 is the differential of a certain function U : Q → R.
A regular system at a point q is represented by ϕ = −dU(q). The ‘minus’ sign comes from the fact
that the system is external and changing its configuration has just the opposite cost for us.
Definition 3.2. The subset C ⊂ T∗Q of all external forces which are in equilibrium with our system
is called the constitutive set.
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If our system is regular, i.e. W1(δq) = 〈dU, δq〉 for a function U : Q → R, then the constitutive
set is C = dU(Q). In mechanics and field theory the most important type of systems are analogs of
regular systems and regular systems with constraints. To apply the ideas coming from statics to other
theories, we shall specify for every theory
• configurations Q,
• processes (or at least infinitesimal processes),
• functions on Q (to define regular systems),
• covectors T∗Q (to define constitutive sets).
3.2 Mechanics for finite time interval
Let M be a manifold of positions of a mechanical system. We will use smooth paths in M and first-
order Lagrangians L : TM → R. We also fix the time interval [t0, t1]. Configurations q are pieces of
smooth paths (Fig.6)
q : [t0, t1]→M.
The set of all configurations will be denoted by Q. Since Q is not a standard manifold, we have to
b
b
t0
t1
Fig. 6: A configuration
introduce ‘by hand’ the concepts of process in Q, a smooth function on Q, and vector tangent to Q.
Smooth functions will be associated with Lagrangians, i.e. for any function L : TM → R we define an
action functional S : Q→ R by
S(q) =
∫ t1
t0
L(q˙)dt.
Parameterized processes (Fig.7) in Q come from homotopies qs(t) = χ(s, t), i.e. smooth maps
χ : R2 ⊃ I × J →M ,
where I is some neighborhood of zero in R and J contains [t0, t1]. Smooth curves and smooth functions
b
b
b
b
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Fig. 7: A curve in configurations
are defined in such a way that the composition of a curve with a function is a real smooth function,
smooth in usual sense. We can therefore employ the standard definition of tangent vectors and covectors
as equivalence classes of curves and equivalence classes of functions respectively.
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Definition 3.3. A vector tangent to Q is an equivalence class of smooth curves with respect to the
equivalence relation which says that two curves qs and q
′
s are equivalent if, for t ∈ [t0, t1], q0(t) = q′0(t)
and, for all smooth functions S,
d
ds |s=0
S(qs) =
d
ds |s=0
S(q′s).
Definition 3.4. A covector tangent to Q is an equivalence class of pairs (q, S) with respect to the
equivalence relation which says that two pairs (q, S) and (q′, S′) are equivalent if, for t ∈ [t0, t1],
q(t) = q′(t) and, for all smooth curves s 7→ qs such that q0 = q, we have
d
ds |s=0
S(qs) =
d
ds |s=0
S′(qs).
Since tangent vectors and covectors defined as equivalence classes are abstract objects hard to
work with, we need some convenient representations for them. Performing integration by parts, as
when deriving Euler Lagrange equations, we get
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=0
S(qs) =
∫ t1
t0
〈EL(q¨), δq〉dt+ 〈 PL(q˙), δq 〉
∣∣∣t1
t0
, (3)
where EL : T2M → T∗M and PL = dvL : TM → T∗M are bundle maps and δq : [t0, t1] → TM is
a curve in TM whose value at t is a vector tangent to the curve s 7→ qs(t) (Fig.8). It is easy to see
that tangent vectors are in a one-to-one correspondence with paths δq in TM , and covectors are in a
one-to-one correspondence with triples (f, p0, p1), f : [t0, t1] → T∗M , pi ∈ T∗q(ti)M (Fig.9). We have
b
b
b
b
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Fig. 8: Tangent vectors
b
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p1
Fig. 9: Covectors
found another representation of covectors which is referred to by Tulczyjew and coworkers [40] as a
Liouville structure,
α : PQ = {(f, p0, p1)} −→ T∗Q .
The mechanical system with Lagrangian L is, from a statical point of view, a regular system with
cost function given by dS. The constitutive set is therefore C = dS(Q). We prefer, however, to use
convenient representations and to call the appropriate set the dynamics of a system.
Definition 3.5. The (phase) dynamics of a mechanical system is a subset D of PQ = {(f, p0, p1)}
defined by
D = α−1(dS(Q)),
i.e.,
D = {(f, p0, p1) : f(t) = EL(q¨(t)), pa = PL(q˙(ta)) , a = 0, 1} .
Explicitly, writing in coordinates, q = (xi(t)), q˙ = (xi(t), x˙j(t)), we have
fi(t) =
∂L
∂xi
(q˙(t))− d
dt
(
∂L
∂x˙i
(q˙(t))
)
, (pa)i =
∂L
∂x˙i
(q˙(ta)) , a = 0, 1 .
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3.3 Mechanics: Infinitesimal version
Mechanics for finite time interval is very useful for creating intuitions but not particularly convenient
for analyzing the behavior of the system. For the latter purpose, we need actual differential equations
for curves in the phase space and in the configuration space. We can get them by passing to the
infinitesimal formulation of mechanics in which M will stand as a manifold of positions of mechanical
system and Lagrangians will be of the first order. As configurations we choose now ‘infinitesimal pieces
of paths’, i.e. Q = TM , if x : R → M is a smooth curve, then q = x˙(0). This time, the configuration
b
x˙(t)
Fig. 10: Infinitesimal configuration
space is a finite-dimensional manifold, therefore we know what are smooth curves and functions, as
well as tangent and cotangent spaces. If the system is regular, its cost function is given by dL and its
constitutive set is just C = dL(TM) ⊂ T∗TM . However, it is interesting what we get out of convenient
representatives of vectors and covectors, while passing to the infinitesimal formulation. Let us start
with tangent vectors. Vectors tangent to the space of infinitesimal configurations are elements δq of
TTM , i.e. vectors tangent to curves in TM . Starting from a homotopy (t, s) 7→ χ(t, s), we get a
configuration q = χ˙(0, 0) which is the vector tangent to the curve t 7→ χ(t, 0) at t = 0, and the curve
s 7→ χ˙(0, s), where χ˙(0, s) is the vector tangent to the curve t 7→ χ(t, s) at t = 0 (Fig.12). But in
b
b
b
b
b
b
t
s
Fig. 11: A curve in infinitesimal configura-
tion
(3) we did the other way around, i.e. we first differentiated with respect to s, obtaining the curve
t 7→ δχ(t, 0) with values in TM (Fig.13), and then with respect to t. What we have just described is
the well-known canonical involution
κM : TTM −→ TTM, δχ˙(0, 0) 7−→ (δχ)· (0, 0) . (4)
A convenient representation for a tangent vector δq = δχ˙(0, 0) (infinitesimal variation) is another
element of TTM , namely κM (δq) = (δχ)
·
(0, 0).
Covectors are of course elements of T∗TM and the constitutive set C is a subset of T∗TM given by
the differential of a Lagrangian, provided the system is not constrained. However, we can find a better
description of C in terms of convenient representations of covectors. For infinitesimal time interval, the
formula (3) reads
〈dL, δq〉 = 〈EL(χ¨(0, 0)), δχ(0, 0)〉+ d
dt |t=0
〈PL(χ˙(t, 0)), δχ(t, 0)〉 . (5)
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Fig. 12: A curve in configuration and...
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Fig. 13: ...a curve in variation.
On the left hand side there is an evaluation of the covector dL on the variation δq of the infinitesimal
configuration q, while on the right hand side we have the external force f(0) = EL(χ¨(0, 0)) evaluated
on the variation of the position δχ(0, 0) and the second term involving the momentum. Let us assume
that there are no external forces. The curve p : t 7→ PL(χ˙(t, 0)) gives values in T∗M , while the curve
γ : t 7→ δχ(t, 0) gives values in TM . The value of ddt |t=0〈PL(χ˙(t, 0)), δχ(t, 0)〉 depends on values of
the curves γ and p at 0 and on vectors tangent to those curves. It can be understood as a coupling
between two vector bundles TτM : TTM → TM and TpiM : TT∗M → TM ,
〈〈p˙, (δχ)·〉〉 = d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
〈p(t), δχ(t, 0)〉. (6)
The bundle TpiM is now dual to TτM . Since κM is an isomorphism between TτM and τTM , we can
find the dual isomorphism between appropriate dual bundles, namely
αM : TT
∗M −→ T∗TM . (7)
Formula (5) says that a covector dL(γ˙) can be conveniently represented by a pair (f, p˙). If external
force is equal to zero, then p˙ and dL(γ˙) are related by αM . The infinitesimal dynamics of a system
with no external forces is therefore
TT∗M ⊃ D = α−1M (dL(TM)).
Since D is a subset of the tangent space, it can be regarded as an (implicit) first-order differential
equation for curves in the phase space TM .
4 Tulczyjew triples
In sections 3.2 and 3.3 we have discussed the results of using statical ideas in mechanics. The mechanics
for finite time interval provided us with concepts of convenient representations of vectors and covec-
tors. For the infinitesimal time interval, we have obtained a way of generating differential equations
describing dynamics of a system in the phase space. The results of section 3.3 can be formulated in
an elegant way as the Lagrangian side of the Tulczyjew triple. The Tulczyjew triple for mechanics is
built out of maps between TT∗M , T∗T∗M , and T∗TM which are examples of double vector bundles.
4.1 Double vector bundles
The following geometric definition (cf. [19, 21]) is a simplification of the original categorical concept
of a double vector bundle due to Pradines [32], see also [26, 31].
Definition 4.1. A double vector bundle is a manifold with two compatible vector bundle structures.
Compatibility means that the Euler vector fields (generators of homothethies), associated with the two
structures, commute.
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This definition implies that, with every double vector bundle, we can associate the following
diagram of vector bundles in which both pairs of parallel arrows form vector bundle morphisms:
K
τ2
!!B
BB
BB
BB
B
τ1
}}||
||
||
||
K1
τ ′2
!!B
BB
BB
BB
K2
τ ′1
}}||
||
||
|
M
(8)
The first example of double vector bundle mentioned in these notes is TTM with two projections
over TM : the canonical one, τTM , which associates to a vector tangent to TM the point in TM where
the vector is attached, and the tangent one, TτM , which associates to a vector tangent to TM its
tangent projection on TM . Local coordinates (xi) in an open subset O ⊂ M can be used to define
adapted coordinates (xi, x˙j) in τ−1M (O) and (xi, x˙j , δxk, δx˙l) in an appropriate subset of TTM . The
vector fields ∇1 and ∇2 are the two commuting Euler vector fields for the two compatible vector bundle
structures in TTM .
TTM
TτM
""E
EE
EE
EE
EE
E
τTM
||yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
TM
τM
""E
EE
EE
EE
EE
E TM
τM
||yy
yy
yy
yy
yy
M
∇1 = δxi∂δxi + δx˙j∂δx˙j ,
∇2 = x˙i∂x˙i + δx˙j∂δx˙j .
The diffeomorphism κM : TTM → TTM interchanges the two vector bundle structures,
(xi, x˙j , δxk, δx˙l) 7→ (xi, δxk, x˙j , δx˙l) .
It contains also the information about the bracket of vector fields.
More general examples of double vector bundles are: the tangent bundle TE and the cotangent
bundle T∗E for a vector bundle τ : E →M . In coordinates (xi, ya) in E and (xi, ya, x˙j , y˙b) in TE, we
get
TE
Tτ
  B
BB
BB
BB
BB
τE
 




E
τ
?
??
??
??
??
TM
τM
~~||
||
||
||
|
M
τE : TE −→ E
(xi, ya, x˙j , y˙b) 7−→ (xi, ya)
Tτ : TE −→ TM
(xi, ya, x˙j , y˙b) 7−→ (xi, x˙j)
For the cotangent bundle T∗E, we use coordinates (xi, ya, pj , ξb). The structure of T∗E as a double
vector bundle is the following:
T∗E
ζE
  B
BB
BB
BB
BB
τE
~~ ~
~~
~~
~~
~
E
τ
  @
@@
@@
@@
@@
E∗
pi
~~||
||
||
||
|
M
piE : T
∗E −→ E
(xi, ya, pj , ξb) 7−→ (xi, ya)
ζE : T
∗E −→ E∗
(xi, ya, pj , ξb) 7−→ (xi, ξa)
The projection ζE is constructed as follows. Let us observe that vectors tangent to the fibre of a vector
bundle can be identified with elements of the fibre itself, because they are just vectors tangent to a
vector space. Every covector ϕ ∈ T∗E restricted to vectors tangent to the fibre defines an element
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of the space dual to the fibre. The projection ζE associates to a covector ϕ its restriction to vectors
tangent to the fibre.
Replacing the bundle τ with its dual pi : E∗ → M in the diagram for TE, we get an appropriate
diagram for TE∗ with projections Tpi on TM and τE∗ on E∗. Replacing the bundle τ with its dual pi
in the diagram for T∗E, we get an appropriate diagram for T∗E∗ with projections piE∗ on E∗ and ζE∗
on E. Let us notice, that the diagrams for T∗E and T∗E∗ are very similar:
T∗E∗
ζE∗
  B
BB
BB
BB
BB
piE∗
}}{{
{{
{{
{{
{
E∗
pi
!!C
CC
CC
CC
CC
E
τ
~~||
||
||
||
|
M
T∗E
piE
  @
@@
@@
@@
@@
ζE
~~||
||
||
||
|
E∗
pi
  B
BB
BB
BB
BB
E
τ
~~ ~
~~
~~
~~
~
M
Actually, the double vector bundles T∗E and T∗E∗ are canonically isomorphic. The isomorphism
RE : T∗E → T∗E∗ (9)
is also an anti-symplectomorphism and an isomorphism of double vector bundles. The graph of RE is
the Lagrangian submanifold in (T∗E ×T∗E∗, ωE + ωE∗) generated by the evaluation of covectors and
vectors
E ×M E∗ 3 (e, p) 7−→ p(e) ∈ R .
In coordinates (xi, ya, pj , ξa) in T
∗E and (xi, ξa, pj , yb) in T∗E∗, the isomorphism RE reads
RE : (xi, ya, pj , ξb) 7−→ (xi, ξb,−pj , ya) .
4.2 The classical Tulczyjew triple
Now we are ready to present the Lagrangian part of the Tulczyjew triple. It consists of the map
αM defined in section 3.3. The map αM is an isomorphism of double vector bundles TT
∗M and
T∗TM . Both total spaces are symplectic manifolds. The map αM is also a symplectomorphism. In
the following diagram we can see the structure of αM as a double vector bundle morphism:
TT∗M
αM //
TpiM
##G
GG
GG
GG
τT∗M







T∗TM
piTM
##G
GG
GG
GG
ξ







TM
idTM //
τM
		
		
		
		
		
		
	
TM
τM
		
		
		
		
		
		
	
T∗M
idT∗M //
piM
$$II
III
III
T∗M
piM
$$II
III
III
M
idM // M
Recall that in infinitesimal mechanics, M denoted the manifold of positions, TM the manifold of
infinitesimal (kinematic) configurations, and T∗M was the phase space. The constitutive set was a
subset of T∗TM given by C = dL(TM), while the dynamics was defined as D = α−1M (C). W can
therefore complete the diagram:
D   // TT∗M αM //
##G
GG
GG
GG







T∗TM
##G
GG
GG
GG







TM //
		
		
		
		
		
		
	
TM
		
		
		
		
		
		
	
dLkk
PL
uukkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kk
T∗M //
$$II
III
III
T∗M
$$II
III
III
M // M
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The map PL : TM → T∗M is the Legendre map that associates momenta to velocites and is defined
as PL = ξ ◦ dL. In coordinates (xi, x˙j) in TM and (xi, pj) in T∗M , the Legendre map reads
PL(xi, x˙j) = (xi, ∂L
∂x˙j
) ,
therefore D is given as
D =
{
(xi, pj , x˙
k, p˙l) : pj =
∂L
∂x˙j
, p˙l =
∂L
∂xl
}
.
The dynamics D ⊂ TT∗M is a Lagrangian submanifold with respect to the symplectic form dTωM ,
i.e. the tangent lift of the canonical symplectic form of T∗M . In some cases (e.g. for hyperregular
Lagrangians) the dynamics is the image of a Hamiltonian vector field. In such a case, we can look for
a Hamiltonian function that generates the field. We observe, however, that even if D is not the image
of a vector field, it is still worth looking for a Hamiltonian generating object (Morse family), even if it
is not as simple as just one function on T∗M .
In section 4.1 we have observed that two manifolds T∗E and T∗E∗ are isomorphic as double
vector bundles and as symplectic manifolds. Taking E = TM , we get, according to (9), the canonical
isomorphism RTM between T∗TM and T∗T∗M . As a symplectic relation the isomorphism is generated
by a function (p, v)→ 〈p, v〉 defined on the submanifold T∗M ×M TM of T∗M × TM . Following the
rules of composing symplectic relations [30], we get that RTM (dL(TM)) is generated by a family of
functions on T∗M parameterized by elements of TM ,
T∗M ×M TM 3 (p, v) 7−→ L(v)− 〈p, v〉 ∈ R.
This most general generating object can sometimes be reduced to simpler one, but not always to just
one Hamiltonian function. The composition of double bundle morphisms RTM and αM gives the
morphism βM , the musical isomorphism associated with the canonical symplectic structure on T
∗M ,
which constitutes the Hamiltonian side of the Tulczyjew triple:
T∗T∗M
ζ $$I
II
II
II
piT∗M







TT∗M
TpiM ##G
GG
GG
GG
τT∗M







βMoo D_?oo
TM
τM







TM
τM
		
		
		
		
		
		
	
oo
T∗M
piM
$$JJ
JJJ
JJJ
dH
88
T∗M
piM
$$II
III
III
oo
M Moo
It is well known that the map βM is associated also with the canonical symplectic structure ωM on
T∗M . For any X ∈ TT∗M , we have βM (X) = ωM (·, X). If the Hamiltonian generating object reduces
to one Hamiltonian function, then D is the image of the Hamiltonian vector field XH according to the
formula
dH = ωM (·, XH).
The same can be written as
D = β−1M (dH(T∗M)) ;
in coordinates:
D =
{
(x, p, x˙, p˙) : p˙ = −∂H
∂x
, x˙ =
∂H
∂p
}
.
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The full Tulczyjew triple in mechanics is the diagram
D _

T∗T∗M
!!B
BB
BB
B






TT∗M
αM //
  @
@@
@@
@






βMoo T∗TM
  @
@@
@@
@






TM






TM //






oo TM







dLii
T∗M
""D
DD
DD
DD
dH
::
T∗M //
!!B
BB
BB
B
oo T∗M
!!B
BB
BB
B
M M //oo M
Using the structure encoded in the Tulczyjew triple, we can describe more complicated mechanical
systems than those known in the traditional Lagrangian and Hamiltonian mechanics. In geometrical
optics, for example, there are systems for which we need more general generating object on the La-
grangian side. In relativistic mechanics, we need generating families on the Hamiltonian side. The
above diagram shows also that, from the mathematical point of view, Hamiltonian and Lagrangian
mechanics are equivalent only if we agree to use these more general generating objects. We should
however keep in mind that Lagrangian mechanics has variational origins and comes from Lagrangian
mechanics for a finite time interval. We understand the Hamiltonian mechanics as an alternative way
of generating the dynamics of a system: the image of the dynamics by the map βM is a lagrangian
submanifold of the cotangent bundle T∗T∗M , therefore we can consider its generating objects. This
works only in the infinitesimal formulation, so that Hamiltonian formalism is genuinely infinitesimal.
For finite time interval, the only isomorphism of PQ with a cotangent bundle is α, associated with
Lagrangian mechanics, and no Hamiltonian description is available.
4.3 Mechanics on algebroids
We can generalize the classical Tulczyjew triple mutatis mutandis to a mechanics on algebroids [14,
16, 28]. The starting point is the diagram in which a vector bundle E over M replaces TM and α and
β are replaced by morphisms in the reverse directions:
D _

T∗E∗
ε◦R−1E //






!!C
CC
CC
CC
TE∗






""D
DD
DD
D T
∗E






  A
AA
AA
A
εoo
E
ρ //






TM






E
ρoo






 
dLkk
E∗ id //
""D
DD
DD
DD
""
dH
::
E∗
!!C
CC
CC
C E
∗
!!C
CC
CC
C
idoo
M
id // M M
idoo
Thus, ε : T∗E → TE∗ represents the structure of an algebroid with the anchor map ρ : E → TM .
The connection with the standard definition of an algebroid by means of a bracket of sections can
be found in [22, 23]. The construction of dynamics is the same: the left-hand side is Hamiltonian
with Hamiltonians being functions H : E∗ → R, the right-hand side is Lagrangian with Lagrangians
being functions L : E → R, and the phase dynamics lives in the middle. Note finally that the above
formalisms can still be generalized to include constraints (cf. [15]) and that a rigorous optimal control
theory on Lie algebroids can be developed as well [4, 18].
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5 The geometry of classical field theories
Following the statical ideas we can go into classical field theory. Like in the case of mechanics, we start
with finite domain formulation to find geometric models for physical quantities. We need configurations,
processes, cost functions, and constitutive sets. In the following we will not go into the details of all
these constructions. Since general rules are already known, we can just list main results.
5.1 Classical fields for bounded domains
Configurations in Q (fields) are smooth sections q : D → E of a locally trivial fibration ζ : E →M over
a manifold M of dimension m, supported on compact discs D ⊂ M with smooth boundary ∂D. We
will use the coordinates (xi, ya) in E. Parameterized processes s 7→ qs come from vertical homotopies
χ : R ×M ⊃ I × O → E, D ⊂ O, so that infinitesimal processes (tangent vectors) in convenient
representation are vertical vector fields δq over D, δq : D → VE (Fig.14). Functions are associated
Fig. 14: Infinitesimal process
with first-order Lagrangians, i.e. bundle maps L : J1E → Ωm, where we denote Ωk = ∧kT∗M ,
S(q) =
∫
D
L(j1q) .
Covectors are equivalence classes of functions. It was very easy to guess convenient representatives
for tangent vectors. To do the same for covectors, we need some calculations. According to Stokes
theorem,
d
ds |s=0
S(qs) =
∫
D
〈EL ◦ j2q, δq〉+
∫
∂D
〈 PL ◦ j1q, δq 〉 . (10)
Here
EL : J2E −→ V∗E ⊗E Ωm (11)
is the Euler-Lagrange operator and
PL = ξ ◦ dvL : J1E −→ V∗E ⊗E Ωm−1 (12)
is the Legendre map, where ξ is a certain canonical map
ξ : V∗J1E ⊗E Ωm −→ V∗E ⊗E Ωm−1 . (13)
The map ξ is analogous to the second projection ζE in the structure of the double vector bundle T
∗E
(see section 4.1), although V∗J1E⊗EΩm is not a double vector bundle, but double vector-affine bundle
[20]. It follows that covectors are represented by pairs of sections (f, p), where
f : D −→ V+E = V∗E ⊗E Ωm , (14)
p : ∂D −→ PE = V∗E ⊗E Ωm−1 . (15)
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We have found additionally that the phase space (in mechanics the space of momenta) is PE. Since
we are again interested in differential equations describing the fields and phase sections, we pass
immediately to infinitesimal formulation. The section f plays the role of the source of a field. In the
infinitesimal approach we shall put sources equal to zero for simplicity, however in principle they can
be added to the picture.
5.2 Classical fields: Infinitesimal version
Infinitesimal formulation arises when we, informally speaking, integrate over an infinitesimal domain of
M . In such a case configurations are elements of Q = J1E. In J1E, we will use coordinates (xi, ya, yck)
coming from coordinates in E. Now, the space of configurations is again a manifold, however we have
to use density valued functions L : J1E → Ωm instead of real valued functions. We assume that M
is oriented and we can identify densities with m-forms. Since Q is a manifold, we know what tangent
vectors are, but we keep in mind that in finite domain formulation we used only vertical homotopies.
Starting with a vertical homotopy χ : I ×O → E and taking first the infinitesimal part with respect
to M (s 7→ j1χ(s, x)) and then tangent vector in the vertical direction (δj1χ(0, x)), we get TQ = VJ1E.
Convenient representatives of tangent vectors in finite domain formulations were obtained by taking the
tangent vector in vertical direction first (δχ(0, ·)). We now need an infinitesimal part of that vertical
vector field, i.e. j1δχ(0, x). The correspondence between vectors tangent to Q and their convenient
representatives is now expressed as an isomorphism κ : VJ1E → J1VE of double vector-affine bundles,
VJ1E ' J1VE
%%KK
KKK
KK
yysss
sss
s
J1E
%%LL
LLL
LLL
VE
yysss
sss
ss
E
Covectors on Q come from classifying functions with respect to vertical curves in Q. This means
that we get V∗J1E⊗J1E Ωm. Since the notation here is becoming heavy, we choose another symbol for
the space of covectors. From now on V+J1E will denote V∗J1E ⊗J1E Ωm. The infinitesimal version of
the application of the Stokes theorem (10) reads
〈dL, δj1χ〉 = 〈EL(j2χ), δχ〉+ d(〈PL(j1χ), δχ〉). (16)
Since the evaluation of a section of PE → M with a section of VE is an (m− 1)-form on M , we can
differentiate it and evaluate at a point x ∈ M . The result depends on the first jet of the section of
PE →M and a first jet of vertical vector field. In this way, we have obtained a bilinear evaluation,
〈〈·, ·〉〉 : J1PE ×J1E J1VE −→ Ωm ,
defined on j1p(x0) and j
1δσ(x0) by the formula
〈〈 j1p(x0), j1δσ(x0) 〉〉 = d〈p, δσ〉(x0) . (17)
The identification of Hom(VJ1E,Ωm) with V+J1E defines the map
α : J1PE −→ V+J1E (18)
which is dual to κ. In the adapted coordinates (xi, ya, pjb, y
c
k, p
l
dm) in J
1PE and (xi, ya, yck, pid, pile) in
V+J1E, we have
α(xi, ya, pjb, y
c
k, p
l
dm) = (x
i, ya, yck,
∑
l
pldl, p
j
b) .
We have used here the same letters κ and α that appeared already in the context of mechanics (3.2).
In mechanics for finite time interval they denoted te correspondence between vectors and covectors on
configurations and their convenient representations. In field theory they play exactly the same role.
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5.3 Tulczyjew triple: Lagrangian side for field theory
The map α constitutes the Lagrangian side of the Tulczyjew triple for first order field theory. The
Lagrangian side can be written in a form of a diagram
D   // J1PE α //
  B
BB
BB
B






V+J1E
!!D
DD
DD
D







J1E //






J1E






dvLii
PL
vvmmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
PE //
!!B
BB
BB
BB
PE
""D
DD
DD
DD
E // E
According to the rules we developed while analyzing the mechanical triple, the dynamics of the field
consists of the convenient representatives of elements of the constitutive set, i.e.
D = α−1(dvL(J1E)). (19)
There is also the Legendre map,
PL : J1E → PE, PL = ξ ◦ dvL ,
that associates phase elements to configuration elements. In coordinates, the dynamics reads
D =
{
(xi, ya, pjb, y
c
k, p
l
dm) : p
j
b =
∂L
∂ybj
,
∑
l
pldl =
∂L
∂yd
}
,
while the Legendre map is
PL(xi, ya, ybj) =
(
xi, ya,
∂L
∂ybj
)
.
We get also the Euler-Lagrange equations
∂L
∂ya
=
∂
∂xi
∂L
∂yai
.
The manifolds J1PE and V+J1E are both double vector-affine bundles with affine structure over
PE and linear structure over J1E. They both carry some sort of a symplectic structure. Every fibre
of V+J1E over M is a manifold equipped with a symplectic form with values in Ωm. Every fibre of
J1PE over M is a manifold equipped with presymplectic form with values in Ωm. The map α is a
morphism of double bundle structures and symplectic structures. This time, however, it is not an
isomorphism. It is possible to reduce the space J1PE to get an isomorphism, but then we loose the
natural interpretation of the dynamics as a first order partial differential equation, because it is no
more a subset of a first jet bundle.
5.4 Tulczyjew triple: Hamiltonian side for field theory
Defining the Hamiltonian side of the triple in field theory means looking for another generating object
for the dynamics. In mechanics, we could use two structures: one was the duality between momenta
and velocities that allowed us to define the symplectic relation RTM (see (9)), the other was the
canonical structure on the phase space. Both ways can be followed in field theory, however not in an
easy way. We shall concentrate on the analog of the duality between momenta and velocities. First of
all, let us notice that there is no duality between the configuration space J1E and the phase space PE.
The phase elements are naturally evaluated on virtual displacements, not on configurations. Actually,
in mechanics we have the same: from the construction of momenta we get that they are to be evaluated
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on virtual displacements. In mechanics, virtual displacements are represented by the same geometrical
objects as infinitesimal configurations, therefore we can write 〈p, x˙〉 as well as 〈p, δx〉. It is not the case
in field theory. To find objects dual to infinitesimal configurations, we have to use affine geometry.
Let us fix a point x in M . Having in mind the contents of section 2 we can take the affine bundle
A = J1xE over N = Ex, and the vector space Y = Ω
m
x . Let J
†
xE = A
†(Y ) = Aff(A, Y ) be the affine-dual
bundle which is an AV-bundle over TxM ⊗ V∗xE ⊗ Ωmx ' PxE,
θx : J
†
xE → PxE , (ya, pjb, r) 7→ (ya, pjb) .
Let PJ†xE be the corresponding affine phase bundle of affine differentials dHx of sections Hx : PxE →
J†xE (see 2.3). Collecting the affine phase bundles PJ
†
xE point by point in M , we obtain the affine
phase bundle PJ†E which is the bundle of ‘vertical affine differentials’ dvH of sections H of the bundle
θ : J†E → PE,
Pθ : PJ†E → PE ,
In natural coordinates in PJ†E, the projection reads
(xi, ya, pjb, pc, y
d
l ) 7→ (xi, ya, pjb) .
The bundle PJ†E is actually a double affine-vector bundle isomorphic canonically with V+J1E,
V+J1E
R //
##F
FF
FF
F
ξ






PJ†E
!!C
CC
CC
Pθ






J1E //

















J1E






PE id //
##G
GG
GG
G PE
""D
DD
DD
D
E
id // E
The map R is generated analogously to RE by evaluation between elements of J1E and J†E over E.
The construction involves some affine geometry and symplectic reduction. The details can be found
in [13]. Composing α with R, we get a map β = R ◦ α constituting the Hamiltonian side of the triple
β : J1PE → PJ†E .
In adapted coordinates,
β(xi, ya, pjb, y
c
k, p
l
dm) = (x
i, ya, pjb,−
∑
l
pldl, y
c
k) .
The Hamiltonian side of the Tulczyjew triple for field theory can be written in a form of a diagram
PJ†E
""D
DD
DD
DD
Pθ







J1PE
""E
EE
EE
EE







βoo D_?oo
J1E







J1E







oo
PE
""E
EE
EE
EE
dvH
::
PE
""F
FF
FF
FF
oo
E Eoo
Hamiltonians are sections of the one-dimensional affine bundle θ : J†E → PE. The dynamics is
generated by means of β by
D = β−1(dvH(PE)) .
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In adapted coordinates, we get
D =
{
(xi, ya, pjb, y
c
k, p
l
dm) :
∑
l
pldl = −
∂H
∂yd
, yck =
∂H
∂pkc
}
.
Of course, on the Hamiltonian side we can encounter all the problems we have in mechanics, concerning
the fact that the dynamics is not always generated by one section. We can always get a generating
family of sections adding generating objects of the constitutive set and the relation R.
5.5 The Tulczyjew triple for field theory
The complete Tulczyjew triple for first order field theory has the form of the following diagram.
D _

PJ†E
    
  
  
 
.
..
..
..
..
..
..
. J
1PEβoo α //
  
  
  
 
.
..
..
..
..
..
..
. V
+J1E
~~}}
}}
}}
}}
0
00
00
00
00
00
00
0
PE
.
..
..
..
..
..
..
.
dvH 55
PE //oo
/
//
//
//
//
//
//
/ PE
0
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
J1E
  



J1E //oo
    
  
  
 
J1E
~~ ~
~~
~~
~~
dvL
bb
E E //oo E
All the three double bundles are double vector-affine bundles. The structure over PE is affine, while
the structure over J1E is linear. The Lagrangian and Hamiltonian bundles are isomorphic. They
are both, fiber by fiber over M , equipped with canonical symplectic forms with values in Ωm. The
canonical structure of the phase bundle is the tautological form ϑP which, in adapted coordinates,
reads
ϑP = piady
a ⊗ ηi,
where ηi = ı(∂i)η with η = dx
1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxm. The tautological form, differentiated vertically, gives the
form
ωP = (dpia ∧ dya)⊗ ηi
with values in Ωm−1. The latter, lifted to J1PE, is, fiber by fiber over M , a presymplectic form with
values in Ωm.
We have observed that Hamiltonians are sections of the one-dimensional affine bundle J†E → PE.
The space J†E, i.e. the space of the values of Hamiltonians can be identified with a subspace of m-
forms on E with the property that they vanish, while evaluated on two vertical vectors [41]. We denote
this space by ∧m1 T∗E. To see the identification, we have to be able to evaluate an element of ∧m1 T∗E
on the first jet of a section of ζ. Let us use coordinates to simplify the presentation. En element ϕ of
∧m1 T∗E can be written locally as
ϕ = Aη +Biady
a ∧ ηi .
Note that here we have used a different dya than previously. The difference is that dya is an element
of V∗E, while dya is an element of T∗E. Using the first jet given in coordinates by (xi, ya, ybj), we
can split the space TE at point (xi, ya) into vertical vectors VE and horizontal vectors. Vertical
space is spanned by vectors (∂a), while horizontal by (∂i + y
a
i ∂a). The dual space T
∗E is also split.
The anihilator of the space of vertical vectors is spanned by (dxi), and the anihilator of the space of
horizontal vectors is spanned by (dya−yai dxi). We can therefore identify vertical differentials dya with
dya − yai dxi. Let us look at elements of ∧m1 T∗E in the basis induced by the jet:
ϕ = Aη +Biady
a ∧ ηi = Aη +Bia(dya + yaj dxj) ∧ ηi = (A+Bjayaj )η +Biadya ∧ ηi . (20)
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We see in (20) that, using the jet, we can split also the space ∧m1 T∗E into purely horizontal forms
and forms that have one vertical factor. The value of an affine map corresponding to ϕ is just the
horizontal part of the form ϕ under the splitting induced by the jet. The part with one vertical factor
can be written now as Biady
a ⊗ ηi and identified with the projection of an element of ∧m1 T∗E on PE.
5.6 Example: Tulczyjew triple for time-dependent systems
Our first example will be the Tulczyjew triple for a time dependent system for a fixed observer, i.e.
when we can write the space of positions in the form of cartesian product with time. We put here
ζ : E = Q× R→ R = M and get the following identifications:
J1E ' TQ× R ,
PE ' T∗Q× R ,
V+J1E ' T∗TQ× R ,
J1PE ' TT∗Q× R ,
PJ†E ' T∗T∗Q× R .
Thus, the Tulczyjew triple takes the form
D _

T∗T∗Q× R
  B
BB
BB
B







TT∗Q× Rβoo α //
@
@@
@@
@







T∗TQ× R







@
@@
@@
@
TQ× R







TQ× Roo //






TQ× R






dvL
aa
T∗Q× R
!!D
DD
DD
D
dvH
;;
T∗Q× R //
  B
BB
BB
B
oo T∗Q× R
  B
BB
BB
B
Q× R Q× Ridoo // Q× R
5.7 Example: Scalar fields
The theory of a scalar field is based on the fibration E = M × R → M . On the Lagrangian side, we
get the following identifications:
J1E ' R× T∗M , (ϕ, f) ,
PE ' R× Ωm−1 , (ϕ, p) ,
V+J1E ' R× T∗M ×M Ωm ×M Ωm−1 , (ϕ, f, a, p) ,
J1P ' R× T∗M ×M J1Ωm−1 , (ϕ, f, j1p) .
The map α : J1P −→ V+J1E reads
α(ϕ, f, j1p) = (ϕ, f,dp(x), p(x)),
where x 7→ p(x) is any representative of j1p. Let g be a metric tensor on M . Denote with G : TM →
T∗M the corresponding isomorphism, with ω – the volume form associated with the metrics, and with
?f = G−1(f) yω – the Hodge operator. For the Lagrangian
L(ϕ, f) =
1
2
f ∧ ?f ,
we get
dvL(ϕ, f) = (ϕ, f, 0, ?f) ∈ R× T∗M ×M Ωm ×M Ωm−1.
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A section M 3 x 7−→ (ϕ(x), p(x)) ∈ PE is a solution of the Lagrange equations if
j1(ϕ, p)(x) ∈ α−1(dvL(ϕ(x),dϕ(x))) ,
i.e.
dϕ(x) = f ,
p = ?f ,
dp = 0 .
The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation is therefore
d ? dϕ = 0, i.e. ∆ϕ = 0 .
Since J1E = R× T∗M → M × R = E is a vector bundle, the Hamiltonian side is simplified. The
fibre of the bundle J1E → E over (ϕ, x) is equal to T∗xM , so any affine map Aϕ,x : T∗xM → Ωmx on the
fibre takes the form
Aϕ,x(f) = f ∧ p+ a ,
where p ∈ Ωm−1x and a ∈ Ωmx .
We have therefore
J†E ' R× Ωm−1 ×M Ωm , (ϕ, p, a) ,
PJ†E ' R× Ωm−1 ×M T∗M ×M Ωm , (ϕ, p, f, a) .
The map β : J1P −→ PJ†E reads
β(ϕ, f, j1p) = (ϕ, p(x), f,dp(x)),
where x 7→ p(x) is any representative of j1p. Since the bundle θ : J†E → P is trivial, Hamiltonians are
maps H : P → Ωm. For the Hamiltonian
H(ϕ, p) =
1
2
p ∧ ?p ,
we get
dvH(ϕ, p) = (ϕ, p, ?p, 0).
The Hamilton equations for a section M 3 x 7−→ (ϕ(x), p(x)) read
dϕ(x) = ?p, (21)
dp = 0. (22)
The above equations lead to the following equation for hr field x 7→ ϕ(x):
d ? dϕ = 0, i.e. ∆ϕ = 0.
5.8 Example: Vector fields
Let us suppose that the bundle ζ : E → M is a vector bundle. In such a case, the bundle J1E → M
is also a vector bundle with a distinguished subbundle W = {j1σ(x) : σ(x) = 0x}. The space T0xE is
a direct sum of the space of vertical vectors V0xE ' Ex and the space of vectors tangent to the zero-
section which can be identified with TxM . It follows that W ' T∗M ⊗ E. The projection J1E → E
coincides with the projection J1E → (J1E/W ) ' E. Let us denote with J∗E →M the bundle dual to
J1E →M . There is a projection J∗E →W ∗ ' TM ⊗ E∗. We have the identifications
V+J1E ' J1E ×M (J∗E ⊗ Ωm) ,
PE ' E ×M (W ∗ ⊗ Ωm) ,
J1P ' J1E ×M J1(W ∗ ⊗ Ωm) .
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The map
α : J1E ×M J1(W ∗ ⊗ Ωm) −→ J1E ×M J∗E ⊗ Ωm
separates into two maps α = α1 × α2. The first factor is the identity on J1E, and the second is a
bundle morphism
J1(W ∗ ⊗ Ωm) α2 //

J∗E ⊗ Ωm

W ∗ ⊗ Ωm = // W ∗ ⊗ Ωm
.
Starting from coordinates (xi, ya) linear in fibres of ζ, we get coordinates (xi, ϕa, ϕ
j
b) in J
∗E ⊗ Ωm
linear in fibres over M and (xi, pia, p
j
bl) in J
1(W ∗ ⊗ Ωm). The map α2 reads
α2(x
i, pja, p
k
bl) = (x
i,
∑
j
pjaj , p
k
b ).
On the Hamiltonian side, in view of theorem 2.1 in its version for vector spaces, there is a canonical
identification,
PJ†E ' J1E ×M J∗E ⊗ Ωm ,
with the two projections: pr1 on J
1E and ξ on E ×M W ∗ ⊗ Ωm. Out of coordinates (xi, ya, pib, r) in
J†E, we get coordinates (xi, ya, pjb, pib, pi
c
k) in PJ
†E with projections
(xi, ya, pjb, pib, pi
c
k) 7−→ (xi, ya, pick) ∈ J1E
and
(xi, ya, pjb, pib, pi
c
k) 7−→ (xi, ya, pjb) ∈ E ×M W ∗ ⊗ Ωm.
The map β reads
β : J1E ×M J1(W ∗ ⊗ Ωm) −→ J1E ×M J∗E ⊗ Ωm ;
in coordinates:
(xiya, ybj , p
k
c , p
l
dm) 7−→ (xi, ya, pjb,−
∑
k
pkck, y
b
j).
The Lagrangian and Hamiltonian spaces are, as usual, isomorphic. Here, it is even more visible, because
of theorem 2.1. However, we have to remember that, on the Lagrangian side, the dynamics is generated
out of the map L : J1E → Ωm, and on the Hamiltonian side out of the section H : E×W ∗⊗Ωm → J†E.
In some sense, the Lagrangian side is associated with the projection pr1 on J
1E, while the Hamiltonian
side with the projection ξ on E ×W ∗ ⊗ Ωm.
5.9 Example: Electromagnetics
Now let us check how Electromagnetics, i.e the true physical theory, fits into the general scheme. In
Electrodynamics, fields (electromagnetic potentials, A), are one forms on the four dimensional manifold
M equipped with a metrics with Lorenz signature, but we can write with M of arbitrary dimension
m > 1. In our model, E = T∗M and ζ = piM . The symbols ∨ and ∧ denote the symmetrized and
antisymmetrized tensor product, respectively. The canonical density associated to the metric is ω,
while ωM stands, as usual, for the canonical symplectic form on T
∗M .
Let us take a closer look at the structure of the vector space J1xT
∗M for a fixed x ∈ M . Like in
the general case of a vector field, the space J1xT
∗M is a vector space with the distinguished subspace
Wx of jets of one-forms on M which take the value 0 at x. It follows from the general considerations
concerning vector fields that Wx ' T∗xM ⊗ T∗xM . Using the canonical splitting of two tensors into
symmetric and antisymmetric parts, we get that Wx ' ∨2T∗xM ⊕∧2T∗xM . In J1xT∗M there is another
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vector subspace Sx of jets of closed forms. Since everything is local here, we can consider them as jets
of differentials of local functions on M . It is easy to see that ∨2T∗xM = Wx∩Sx and J1xT∗M = Wx⊕Sx.
Moreover, there is an isomorphism J1xT
∗M/Sx ' ∧2T∗xM .
Note also canonical maps:
γ : J1T∗M → ∧2T∗M , γ(j1A(x)) = dA(x) .
and
L¯ : ∧2T∗M → Ωm , L¯(F ) = 1
2
F ∧ ?F ,
where ? is the ‘Hodge star’ associated with the metric.
Taking now L = L¯ ◦ γ : J1T∗M → Ωm as our Lagrangian, we get
dvL(j1A)(j1B) =
1
2
(dB ∧ ?F + F ∧ ?dB) = dB ∧ ?F ,
where F = dA. The Lagrangian is constant on fibres of the projection γ. As the phase space we
get P ' T∗M ×M W ∗ ⊗ Ωm. Since W ∗ can also be split into symmetric and antisymmetric part, we
have P ' T∗M ×M (∨2TM ⊕ ∧2TM)⊗ Ωm. The Legendre map λ : J1T∗M → P associated with the
electromagnetic Lagrangian reads
λ(j1A(x)) = ( A(x), 0, G(dA(x))⊗ η ).
The symmetric part of the momentum vanishes as a consequence of the fact that the Lagrangian
depends only on the antisymmetric part of the jet. The only nontrivial part of the momentum is then
a bivector density or (according to Weyl duality) an odd two-form. The constitutive set DL on the
Lagrangian side is a subset of J1T∗M × J∗T∗M ⊗ Ωm given by
DL = α−1(dvL(J1T∗M)) = {(j1A(x),Φ(x)) : α¯(Φ(x)) = dvL(j1A(x)))} .
A 1-form A satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation if dvL(j1(A)) is α-related to the first jet j1(χ) of a
section χ = Xk ⊗ θk of P, i.e., for all 1-forms B,
dB ∧ ?F = d(B ∧ ?F ) +B ∧ d ? F = d (〈Xk, B〉) θk .
It is easy to see, that d(B ∧ ?F ) is always of the required form, and B ∧ d ? F is never, except for the
case d ? F = 0. In this way we have obtained the Maxwell equations (without sources).
On the Hamiltonian side of the triple, we need a generating object of the constitutive set in the
form of a section of the bundle J+T∗M → T∗M ×M W ∗ (or, more generally, a section supported on a
submanifold or a family of sections). Out of the general theory we know that DL is generated for sure
by the family of sections corresponding to the following family of density valued functions:
H : J+T∗M ×T∗M J1T∗M → Ωm, H(ϕ, j1A) = ϕ(j1A)− L(j1A).
Critical points of this family are given by the Legendre map, i.e. (ϕ, j1A) is critical if λ(j1A) equals
the linear part of ϕ. It follows that the generating family H can be replaced by a simpler generating
object, namely one section h supported on the submanifold λ(J1T∗M),
λ(J1T∗M) = {(A, r, p) ∈ T∗M ×M ∨2T∗M ×M ∧2T∗M : r = 0}.
The value h at (A, 0, p) is an affine map on the fibre of J1T∗M over A ∈ T∗M . To know h(A, 0, p) we
have to know how it acts on the jet j1α(x), where α(x) = A. For h, we get the following formula:
h(A, 0, p)(j1α(x)) = 〈 p, dα(x) 〉ω − 1
2
p ∧ ?p .
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Appendix: The proof of theorem 2.1
Proof. Let U ⊂ V be a vector subbundle of V such that V 'W ⊕N U . As a set then, V 'W ×N U .
Once we have chosen U , we can get the following identifications:
V ' U ×N W, V ∗ ' U ×N W ∗, V †W ' (U ×N W ∗)× R,
and finally
PV †W ' T∗(U ×N W ∗) ' T∗U ×T∗N T∗W ∗ . (23)
On the other hand,
T∗V = T∗(U ×N W ) ' T∗U ×T∗N T∗W
and we obtain a symplectomorphism, using identity on the first factor and the canonical double vector
bundle morphism RW : T∗W → T∗W ∗ (see (9)) composed with minus identity on the second factor.
Of course, the identifications we have used depend on the choice of U . We have to show now that the
isomorphism between PV † and T∗V is canonical, even if we pass through two non-canonical maps.
The vector bundle V and its subbundle W give rise to the following canonical structures. We have
the affine bundle τ : V → V/W , the subbundle W 0 of V ∗, the affine bundle pi : V ∗ → V ∗/W 0 and
canonical isomorphisms (V/W )∗ 'W 0, W ∗ ' V ∗/W 0. The choice of U gives rise to two isomorphisms:
F : V/W −→ U ⊂ V ,
G : V ∗/W 0 'W ∗ −→ U0 ⊂ V ∗ ,
where, clearly, W ∗ = U0, U∗ = W 0 ⊂ V ∗ are the annihilators of the subbundles U,W ⊂ V , respectively.
Choosing U ′ instead of U , we get F ′ and G′. Choosing an appropriate linear map A : V/W →W , we
can write
F ′(q) = F (q) +A(q) ,
G′(a) = G(a)−A∗(a) .
For any v ∈ τ−1(q) and α ∈ pi−1(a), we get two decompositions:
v = w + F (q) = w′ + F ′(q) , α = G(a) + b = G′(a) + b′ , (24)
with
w′ = w −A(q) and b′ = b+A∗(a) . (25)
Using U and U ′, we get also two decompositions:
V †W ' U ×N U0 × R ' U ′ ×N (U ′)0 × R.
As our considerations are local, we can assume that the bundles are trivial and ignore the basic
coordinates of N . An element ϕ ∈ V †W over q, with the linear part equal to a, is represented by
(F (q), G(a), r) or (F ′(q), G′(a), r′), where
r′ = r + 〈G(a), A(q)〉. (26)
A section σ of the bundle V †W → V/W ×NW ∗ in the neighbourhood of a point (q0, a0) ∈ V/W ×NW ∗
can be written as
σ(q0 + δq, a0 + δa) = (F (q0 + δq), G(a0 + δa), r(q0 + δq, a0 + δa)) .
For the purpose of studying PV †W , it is enough to consider sections that are affine with respect to δq
and δa. Such sections (in the decomposition given by U) are defined by two elements w ∈ W and
b ∈W 0,
r(q0 + δq, a0 + δa) = 〈b, F (q0 + δq)〉 − 〈G(a0 + δa), w〉 .
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For the pair (v0, α0) ∈ V × V ∗ such that τ(v0) = q0 and pi(α0) = a0, we get two decompositions as
in (24) and (25). Now we should check whether the two sections σ for (w0, b0) and σ
′ for (w′0, b
′
0) are
equivalent, i.e. whether they have the same affine differential. We have:
σ(q0 + δq, a0 + δa) = (F (q0 + δq), G(a0 + δa), r(q0 + δq, a0 + δa)) ,
with
r(q0 + δq, a0 + δa) = 〈b0, F (q0 + δq)〉 − 〈G(a0 + δa), w0〉 ,
and
σ′(q0 + δq, a0 + δa) = (F ′(q0 + δq), G′(a0 + δa), r′(q0 + δq, a0 + δa)) ,
with
r′(q0 + δq, a0 + δa) = 〈b′0, F ′(q0 + δq)〉 − 〈G′(a0 + δa), w′0〉 .
The difference between those two sections is a function on V/W ×W ∗ (we have used (26) here) which
reads as
σ′(q0 + δq, a0 + δa)− σ(q0 + δq, a0 + δa) =
r′(q0 + δq, a0 + δa)− r(q0 + δq, a0 + δa)− 〈G(a0 + δa), A(q0 + δq)〉 =
〈G(a0), A(q0)〉 − 〈G(δa), A(δq)〉.
The differential of this function at (q0, a0) is equal to zero, since the first term is constant and the
second is quadratic. It means that the affine differentials dσ(q0, a0) and dσ
′(q0, a0) are equal. The
differential is therefore given by (v0, α0) .
Remark 5.1. Note that a side result of the above theorem is the following ‘exotic’ double vector-affine
bundle structure on the bundle P(V †W ) ' T∗V :
P(V †W ) ' T∗V
τ×pi
wwppp
ppp
ppp
pp pr1
##H
HH
HH
HH
HH
V/W ×N W ∗ V .
The isomorphisms P(V †W ) ' T∗V , whereW runs through all vector subbundles of V , yields in particular
idT∗V for W = {0} and −RV : T∗V → T∗V ∗, for W = V (see (9)). In the theorem 2.1, the canonical
symplectomorphism can be replaced by a canonical anti-symplectomorphism, its negative, which is
often used in physical theories.
Remark 5.2. An alternative ‘symplectic’ proof of theorem 2.1 is also possible. As in the case of the
canonical isomorphism T∗V ' T∗V ∗, there is a symplectic relation S ⊂ T∗V × T∗V †W generated by
the evaluation V †W ×V/W V 3 (ϕ, v) 7→ ϕ(v) ∈ R. The relation, composed with symplectic reduction
with respect to a certain coisotropic submanifold in T∗V †W , gives the isomorphism between T
∗V and
PV †W . It is clear from the construction that the isomorphism is a symplectomorphism and a double
vector-affine bundle morphism.
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